
Assumptions of ERP averaging/signal averaging 
 
ERP is linear combination of signal plus noise 
 
Signal is independent of noise 
 
Signal is invariant across trials 
 
Noise is random across trials 



Categorical Targets 

The target in an oddball task need not be the same physical 
stimulus. It can be a member of some category. In that case, 
P3 amplitude is related to the (subjective) probability of the 
relevant stimulus category, and not the probability of the 
individual stimulus 
 
e.g., the number 2 
        even numbers 
        multiples of 2 
        members of the category: fruits, animals, green things, etc. 
        synonyms of “encourage” 
           



Note positive up 

Only 1 specific  target letter 25 different target letters 

Ritter lab 

ODDBALL TASK 



Factors influencing P3 amplitude 

• Subjective Probability 
 

• Stimulus/event probability 
    - global probability 
    - sequential probability 
    - temporal probability 
 
• Motivational Significance (Stimulus Meaning, Salience) 
 
• Task Relevance (attention) 

 
       
Note: factors above are not necessarily independent of each other: subjective 

probability might be influenced by stimulus categorization, sequence, payoff 
matrix, interstimulus interval, among other factors 

   
 



P3 and task relevance/attention 

Effects of subjective probability and motivational significance 
are modulated by amount of attention paid to the stimulus. 
 
Attention typically required to observe P3 to target events. 
 
Stimuli that capture attention elicit large P3 
 



Functional significance of P3b 
• Context Updating (Donchin, Coles): reflects the updating of a mental 

model of the environment that is maintained in working memory by 
attentional systems; P3 elicited as soon as there is enough information to 
suggest a need to update working memory. 
 

• Template Matching (Chao & Knight; Hillyard): match incoming stimulus 
to target representation in working memory 
 

• Event categorization (Kok): engagement of event categorization network 
that is controlled by joint operation of attention and working memory. P3 
amplitude reflects attentional capacity invested in categorization of a task 
relevant event 
 

• Decision Monitoring (Verleger) has renounced his closure hypothesis and 
replaced it with the view that the P3 process bridges perceptual and 
response processing;  specifically, P3 reflects monitoring that the first 
decision to classify some stimulus and act accordingly has led to 
appropriate processing steps. 

Common across all views: When a P3b is observed there has been 
conceptual encoding of stimulus into working memory. 



When a P3b is observed there has been conceptual encoding of 
stimulus into working memory. 

Kok 



Recent meal? Season? Exercise? Alcohol? At risk for alcholism? 



According to Polich and colleagues: 
 
Intrasubject test-retest reliability  
 
P3 amplitude: .5-.8 
P3 latency: .4-.7  
 
 
Difficulty for cross session comparisons! 



Lots of studies on  
pharmacological effects! 



Neurochemical substrates of P3 generation 

Glutaminergic neurotransmission directly causes the EPSPs responsible for P3 activity. These EPSPs, 
and as a consequence the P3 are modulated directly and indirectly by acetylcholine and GABA. The, 
adrenergic system and with minor importance the dopaminergic and serotonergic systems have 
modulatory influence on indirect effects of ACH and GABA systems.    Frodl-Bauch et al. 1999 



SIGNAL 
DETECTION 



Attended, task relevant, target events elicit a P3 (P3b), 
what about task irrelevant, or infrequent or surprising or 
novel events? 



Courchesne et al. (1975) -  novelty P3 

Squires, Squires & Hillyard (1975) – P3a (and P3b) 

Fractionating the P300 



Note positive up 

ODDBALL PARADIGM: Loud Tone p=.9; Soft tone p=.1 



Note positive up 

Attention? 
Probability? 
Attn x probability? 
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2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  

novel 

standard target 

Standard=80%, target=10%, novels=10% 
 
Novels – colorful pictures shown only once each 



Parietal P3 Frontal P3 



/Novel 

/NOVELTY ODDBALL TASK 

(S) STANDARD, HIGH PROBABILITY EVENT  
(T) LOW PROBABILITY, TARGET, DEVIANT 
(D or N) IMPROBABLE SERIES OF UNIQUE, UNEXPECTED, DISTRACTOR OR NOVEL EVENTS 

(TARGET) 

(DISTRACTOR) 

Note positive up 

From Polich 



P3a, novelty P3, frontal P3 
 
Occurs early 250-280 ms 
 - 60-80 ms before P3b 
 
Fronto-central or flat distribution 
 
Habituates with repetition 
 
Deviant, oddball non-target event, 
even without attention 
 
3-stimulus (novelty oddball) task, 
(standard, improbable target,  
& improbable or novel deviant) 
 
Associated with novelty  
or orienting 
 
Involuntary shifts of attention 
to changes in environment 
 
Lateral prefrontal cortex, hippocampus 

P3b, classical P3, target P3 
 
Occurs ~300+, variable latency 
 - after P3a 
 
Centro-parietal distribution 
 
Does not habituate with repetition 
 
Task relevant, target events, w/ attention, or 
capturing of attention 
 
Oddball task, binary decision, signal detection, 
attention tasks, visual search task, memory  
search tasks 
 
Associated w/ expectancy, context  updating, 
event categorization, decision making 
 
Voluntary shifts of attention to changes  
in environment;  involuntary if noxious 
 
Temporo-parietal junction 



VISUAL Note positive up 



Friedman & Fabiani: 3 stimulus novelty (auditory) oddball task 

Novel P3 larger especially frontally 

Note  positive up 



Target and Novelty P3 across time 

Note positive up 



Target and Novelty P3 across time 

A. Frontal P3 decreases with time; Parietal P3 unchanged with time 
B. Over time, frontal component of target P3 disappears 

P3a & P3b not only have different scalp distributions but differ functionally: 
vary in response to habituation, familiarity, attention 



FRONTAL LESIONS 

F                P F                P 

 TARGET 

 NOVEL 

Frontal lesions reduce P3a but not P3b 



HIPPOCAMPAL LESIONS 

Smaller P3a 

P3b unaffected 

Knight hypothesis: P3a generation requires frontal lobe attention mechanism and 
hippocampal processes driven by novelty information processing 

Note  positive up 



Prefrontal 

Temporal 
Parietal 
Junction 

Lateral 
Parietal 



P3 composed of two functionally distinct potentials (P3a, P3b). Multiple cortical 
(and some subcortical generators) give  rise to each. 

Outline – lesion, shading – intracranial recordings, dots – fMRI; white-P3b, black-P3a 



Possible P3 generators – converging evidence  
 
Intracranial recordings 
 
(1) steep gradients and polarity inversions in medial temporal lobe structures (hippocampus, 

amygdala) 
(2) Many cortical areas, especially 

(a) temporal parietal junction (TPJ) including supramarginal gyrus and caudal parts of  
superior temporal gyrus and adjacent areas 

(b)  lateral prefrontal gyrus  
 
Lesion data 
 
(1) Hippocampal damage does NOT affect P3b, does reduce P3a 
(2) TPJ damage reduces P3b and P3a 
(3)  Prefrontal damage reduces P3a 

 
Functional Imaging 
 
(1) Prefrontal cortex 
(2)  TPJ region 
(3)  Thalamus 
**probability sensitivity seen in supramarginal gyus, right medial frontal gyrus, thalamus, insula 
  
    



Is novelty necessary or sufficient to elicit P3a/frontal P3? 



HYPOTHESIS: If standard-target discrimination is difficult then a distractor elicits P3a , even 
if it is not novel! 

Note positive up 



(Polich) 

Distractor types 

(Distractor) (Novel) 

 (Target) 

Note positive up 

Standard-Target Discrimination: 5.5 cm target vs 5.0 cm standard 



(Polich) 

Note positive up 



P3a subcomponent is produced when the attentional focus required 
for the primary (standard-target) discrimination task is interrupted by 
an infrequent nontarget stimulus event: the distractor does NOT 
have to be novel. It is, however, important that the standard-target 
discrimination be difficult (Polich). 
 



P3a and P3b arise from interaction between frontal attentional control over 
contents of WM and subsequent LT storage operations. (Polich). 
 

(frontal areas) 

(temporal/parietal areas) 



Note positive up 



P3 latency as an index of stimulus evaluation  
(categorization) of time 

Stimulus evaluation time  + Response preparation, selection, execution = RT 



Kutas, McCarthy, Donchin 
P3b latency seems to variy with ease of stimulus categorization 



(Kutas, McCarthy & Donchin) 

(r=.66) (r=.48) 

X-errors 

What is P3-RT relation? 



Test P3 latency = stimulus evaluation time hypothesis 

Additive Factors Approach 
Need 2 variables whose effects on RT are additive (under assumption that if 
variables effect independent serial stage, then reaction times should be 
additive, otherwise interactive) 
 - factor 1: stimulus discriminability 
 - factor 2: stimulus-response compatibility 
 
Prediction: 
 
RT = stimulus discrimination time + response selection time 
P3 latency = stimulus evaluation time only 





compatible incompatible 

No noise 

Noise 

Reaction Times 

624 

891 

716 

981 

(167) (165) 

(92) 

(90) 

Effect of noise? 
Effect of S-R compatibility? 
Additive or interactive? 



compatible incompatible 

No noise 

Noise 

Reaction Times 

624 

891 

716 

981 

(167) (165) 

(92) 

(90) 

Noise adds about 165 ms, regardless of compatibility 
Incompatibility adds about 90 ms, regardless of noise. 
 
Additivity taken to reflect noise and incompatibility affect different processing stages!   



compatible incompatible 

No noise 

Noise 

P3b peak latency 

589 

792 

617 

796 

(203) (179) 

(28) 

(9) 

N.S. 

N.S. 
Effect of noise? 
Effect of S-R compatibility? 
Additive or interactive? 



compatible incompatible 

No noise 

Noise 

P3b peak latency 

589 

792 

617 

796 

(203) (179) 

(28) 

(9) 

Note that P3b peak latency occurs pre-RT. Noise adds about 190 ms on average, 
regardless of stimulus-response compatibility. 
Incompatibility has no reliable effect. 



Noise slows down P3b latency 
regardless of response compatibility 

S-R compatible 

S-R incompatible 









P3b latency and stimulus evaluation time 

Varies with difficulty of categorization task 
 

Is correlated with but dissociable from reaction times 
 

Is more sensitive to perceptual-conceptual (stimulus 
related/evaluation) processes than response-related 
processes, i.e., P3b latency is not (well-)correlated 
with variance in RT due to response-related 
processes 
 
P3b provides  metric for decomposition of stages of 
information processing that complements RT 



Decomposing the P3b 
 
There have been suggestions that even the P3b is not a unitary 
process e.g., Falkenstein distinguishes P390 and P540 
 
P390: central, modality dependent, stimulus-related 
P540: modality independent, response-related 



Choice RT 

Simple RT 

Note positive up 



4-choice 2-choice 

Note positive up 



Slow RTs Fast RTs 
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